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Water is a complicated political issue because it is inherently multifaceted. It is a private good when protected by riparian, appropriative, or correlative rights and traded in water markets. It is a common pool resource when shared and regulated by rules that prevent depletion and hoarding. And it is a public good when preserved for scenic beauty, recreational activities, and natural habitat.
The confusion about what water is underlies disputes over how it should be used. Farmers have private entitlements to water shares that date back to periods in time when western populations were much smaller. Environmentalists want to strengthen the public use doctrine to help their cause. Farm subsidies create distortions in the water markets that farmers fight to retain. Consumers demand low retail rates that do not reflect the true cost of the water they receive. Groundwater is frequently treated as a private correlative right to be depleted at will rather than preserved as a shared resource.
Politics further confuse water policy as Republicans tend to side with the farmers and Democrats with the fish. California's Proposition 218 limits the design of tiered rates that might encourage heavy water users to cut back. And no politician is anxious to jump into a debate over how to tie water to land use in order to match water supply with water demand rather than let people plant new orchards or build more exurban housing at will.
In the end, it is safe to predict that both the farmers and the fish will lose out the day that city and suburban voters are reduced to one shower a week. California's legal framework for water is particularly vulnerable to an initiative, with only the Federal Takings clause as a potential obstacle. Governor Brown's emergency declaration that overrode all existing rights and claims in order to impose mandatory water restrictions was a vivid reminder of that looming threat.
The papers in this edition of the CJPP touch on several of these themes. Monobina Mukherjee, Katie Mika, and Mark Gold take on the question of what is possible in terms of tiered rates given that Proposition 218 requires that the rates must be directly related to the cost of services at a given level of usage. Barbara Tellman reminds us that for the problems with water conflicts in the West, western states have had some success in developing innovative partnerships, introducing natural or green infrastructure to manage water resources, and using market transactions to reallocate water for commercial and environmental purposes.
A PPIC report on the western drought recommends how the federal government could better help western states prepare for prolonged drought based on 40 interviews with individuals at the federal, state and local levels. A second PPIC paper, "Accounting for California Water," assesses critical gaps and recommends ways to strengthen water accounting in California. It draws insights on best practices from a comparative analysis of water accounting practices in California, 11 other western states, and two countries (Australia and Spain), all of which share resourcemanagement challenges common to advanced economies with dry, variable climates: allocating surface water in periods of scarcity, managing groundwater sustainably, and dedicating adequate water to support the natural environment. Many of these places have practices California can learn from as it envisions, designs, develops, and implements an accurate, consistent, and affordable water accounting system. The authors propose priorities to improve water accounting to address key management challenges and a technical appendix includes a comparative analysis and case studies summarizing accounting systems in California and the other jurisdictions.
Juliet Christian-Smith and Adrienne Alvord analyze California's new groundwater regulations, pointing out that data and model differences can greatly complicate transparency about the state's true groundwater situation. Doug Parker and Faith Kearns explain the water paradox-i.e. water always grows beyond the point of supply as long as agricultural needs and population
